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Preface

The idea for Statistics for Social Understanding: With Stata and SPSS began with our
desire to offer a different kind of book to
our statistics students. We wanted a book
that would introduce students to the way
statistics are actually used in the social
sciences: as a tool for advancing understanding of the social world. We wanted
thorough coverage of statistical topics,
with a balanced approach to calculation
and the use of statistical software, and
we wanted the textbook to cover the use
of software as a way to explore data and
answer exciting questions. We also wanted
a textbook that incorporated Stata, which
is widely used in graduate programs and
is increasingly used in undergraduate
classes, as well as SPSS, which remains
widespread. We wanted a book designed
for introductory students in the social sciences, including those with little quantitative background, but one that did not talk
down to students and that covered the
conceptual aspects of statistics in detail
even when the mathematical details were
minimized. We wanted a clearly written,
engaging book, with plenty of practice
problems of every type and easily available data sets for classroom use.
We are excited to introduce this book
to students and instructors. We are three
experienced instructors of statistics, two
sociologists and a political scientist, with

more than sixty combined years of teaching experience in this area. We drew on
our teaching experience and research on
the teaching and learning of statistics
to write what we think will be a more
effective textbook for fostering student

learning.
In addition, we are excited to share
our experiences teaching statistics to
social science students by authoring the
book’s ancillary materials, which include
not only practice problems, test banks,
and data sets but also suggested class exercises, P
 owerPoint slides, assignments,
lecture notes, and class exercises.
Statistics for Social Understanding is distinguished by several features: (1) It is the
only major introductory statistics book to
integrate Stata and SPSS, giving instructors a choice of which software package
to use. (2) It teaches statistics the way
they are used in the social sciences. This
includes beginning every chapter with
examples from real research and taking
students through research questions as
we cover statistical techniques or software
applications. It also includes extensive
discussion of relationships between variables, through the earlier placement of the
chapter on cross-tabulation, the addition
of a dedicated chapter on causality, and
comparative examples throughout every
chapter of the book. (3) It is informed by

viii
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research on the teaching and learning of
quantitative material and uses principles
of universal design to optimize its contents for a variety of learning styles.

Distinguishing
Features
1) Integrates Stata and SPSS
While most existing textbooks use only
SPSS or assume that students will purchase an additional, costly, supplemental text for Stata, this book can be used
with either Stata or SPSS. We include
parallel sections for both SPSS and Stata
at the end of every chapter. These sections are written to ensure that students
understand that software is a tool to be
used to improve their own statistical
reasoning, not a replacement for it.1 The
book walks students through how to use
Stata and SPSS to analyze interesting
and relevant research questions. We not
only provide students with the syntax
or menu selections that they will use to
carry out these commands but also carefully explain the statistical procedures
that the commands are telling Stata or
SPSS to perform. In this way, we encourage students to engage in statistical reasoning as they use software, not to think
of Stata or SPSS as doing the statistical
reasoning for them. For Stata, we teach
students the basic underlying structure
of Stata syntax. This approach facilitates
a more intuitive understanding of how
the program works, promoting greater
confidence and competence among students. For SPSS, we teach students to
navigate the menus fluently.

9781538109823_FM.indd 9
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2) Draws on teaching
and learning research
Our approach is informed by research on
teaching and learning in math and statistics and takes a universal design approach
to accommodate multiple learning styles.
We take the following research-based
approaches:
• Research on teaching math shows that

students learn better when teachers use
multiple examples and explanations
of topics.2 The book explains topics in
multiple ways, using both alternative
verbal explanations and visual representations. As e xperienced instructors,
we know the topics that students frequently stumble over and give special
attention to explaining these areas in
multiple ways. This approach also accommodates differences in learning
styles across students.
• Some chapter examples and practice

problems lead students through the
process of addressing a problem by
acknowledging commonly held mis
conceptions before presenting the
proper solution. This approach is based
on research that shows that simply
presenting students with information
that corrects their statistical misconceptions is not enough to change these
“strong and resilient” misconceptions.3
Students need to be able to examine
the differences in the reasoning underlying incorrect and correct strategies
of statistical work.
• Each chapter provides numerous, care-

fully proofread, practice problems, with
additional practice problems on the
text’s website. Students learn best by

16/12/18 5:31 PM
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doing, and the book provides numerous opportunities for problem-solving.
• The book avoids the “busy” layout

used by some textbooks, which can
distract students’ attention from the
content, particularly those with learning differences. Drawing on the principles of universal design, our book
utilizes a clean, streamlined layout
that will allow all students to focus on
the content without unnecessary distractions.4 Boxes are clearly labeled
as either “In Depth,” which provide
more detailed discussion or coverage
of more complex topics, or “Application,” which provide additional examples. we avoid sidebars; terms defined
in the glossary are bolded and defined
in the text, not in a sidebar.
• In keeping with principles of universal

design, we use both text and images to
explain material (with more figures
and illustrations than in many books).

3) Incorporates real-world
research and a real-world
approach to the use of
statistics
Each chapter begins with an engaging
real-world social science question and
examples from research. Chapters integrate examples and applications throughout. Chapters raise real-world questions
that can be addressed using a given technique, explain the technique, provide an
example using the same question, and
show how related questions can also be
addressed using Stata or SPSS. We use
data sets that are widely used in the social
sciences, including the General Social Survey, American National Election Study,

9781538109823_FM.indd 10

World Values Survey, and School Survey
on Crime and Safety. Applied questions
draw from sociology, political science,
criminology, and related fields. Several
data sets, including all of those used in
the software sections, are available to students and instructors (in both Stata and
SPSS formats) through the textbook’s
website. By using and making available
major social science data sets, we engage
students in a problem-focused effort to
make sense of real and engaging data
and enable them to ask and answer their
own questions. Robust ancillary materials, such as sample class exercises and
assignments, make it easy for instructors
to structure students’ engagement with
these data. The SPSS and Stata sections at
the end of each chapter allow students to
follow along.
Throughout the book, we discuss
issues and questions that working social
scientists routinely confront, such as how
to use missing data, recode variables
(including conceptual and statistical considerations), combine variables into new
measures, think about outliers or atypical cases, choose appropriate measures,
weigh considerations of causation, and
interpret results.
The focus in every chapter on relationships between variables or comparisons
across groups also reflects our commitment to showing students the power of
statistics to answer important real-world
questions.

4) Uses accessible, noncondescending approach
and tone
We have written a text that is student-friendly
but not condescending. We have found that,
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in an effort to assuage students’ anxiety
about statistics, some texts strike a tone that
communicates the expectation that students
lack confidence in their abilities. We are
conscious of the possibility that addressing
students with the assumption that they hate
or are intimidated by statistics could activate stereotype threat—the well-established
fact that, when students feel that they are
expected to perform poorly, their anxiety
over disproving that stereotype makes their
performance worse than it otherwise would
be. In selecting examples, we have remained
alert to the risk of stereotype threat, choosing examples that do not activate (or even
challenge) gender or racial stereotypes
about academic performance.

5) Balances calculation
and concepts
This book is aimed at courses that teach
statistics from the perspective of social
science. Thus, the book frames the point
of learning statistics as the analysis of
important social science questions. While
we include some formulas and hand calculation, we do so in order to help students understand where the numbers
come from. We believe students need to
be able to reason statistically, not simply
use software to produce results, but we
recognize that most working researchers rely on statistical software, and we
strike a balance among these skills. At the
same time, we spend more time on conceptual understanding, including more
in-depth consideration of topics relating
to causality, and we include topics often
omitted from other texts such as the use
of confidence intervals as a follow-up to
a hypothesis test. A lighter focus on hand
calculation opens up time in the semester

9781538109823_FM.indd 11
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for topics that are most important to
understanding statistical social sciences.
Our aim is to give students the tools
they might use as working 
researchers
in a variety of professions (from jobs in
small organizations where they might be
reading and writing up external data or
doing program evaluation, to research
or data analysis jobs) and prepare them
for higher-level statistics classes if they
choose to take them.

For Instructors
Organization of the Text
The textbook begins with descriptive statistics in chapters 2 through 5. One key difference from many introductory statistics
texts is that we introduce cross-tabulations
early, after frequency distributions and
before central tendency and variability.
In our experience as instructors, we have
noticed that students often begin thinking about relationships between variables
at the very beginning of the class, asking
questions about how groups differ in their
frequency distributions of some variable,
for example. Cross-tabulations follow naturally at this point in the class and allow
students to engage in real-world data analysis and investigate questions of causality
relatively early in the course. Chapters
6 and 7 lay the foundation for inferential
statistics, covering probability, the normal distribution, and sampling distributions. We cover elementary probability
in the context of the normal distribution,
with a focus on the logic of probability
and probabilistic reasoning in order to lay
the groundwork for an understanding of
inferential statistics. Chapters 8 through
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12 cover the basics of inferential statistics,
including confidence intervals, hypothesis
testing, z- and t-tests, analysis of v
 ariance,
and chi-square. C
hapter 13, unusual
among introductory statistics texts, focuses
on the logic of causality and control variables. Most existing texts address this topic
more briefly (or not at all), but, in our experience, it is an important topic that we all
supplement in lecture. Finally, chapter 14
covers correlation and regression. While
that chapter is pitched to an introductory
level, we pay more attention to multiple
regression than do many texts, because it
is so widely used, and we have a box on
logistic regression to introduce students
to the range of models that working social
scientists employ.
Instructors who wish to cover chapters in a different order—for example,
delaying cross-tabulations until later in
the 
semester—can readily do so. Some
courses may not cover probability or
analysis of variance, and those chapters
can be omitted. For instructors who want
to follow the order of this book in their
class, the ancillary materials make it easy
to do so.

For Students
In a course evaluation, one of our students
offered advice to future students:
Use the textbook! it is incredibly specific
and helpful.

We agree, and not just because we wrote
it! We suggest reading the assigned section of the chapter before class and working the example problems, pencil in hand,
as you read. Make a note of anything you

9781538109823_FM.indd 12

don’t understand and ask questions or
attend especially to that material in class.
After class, look back at the “Chapter
Summary” and work the practice problems to consolidate your understanding.
If you found a chapter especially difficult
on your first pass through, try to reread
it after you have covered the material in
class. This may seem time-consuming, but
you not only will improve your understanding (and your grade) but will save
time when it comes to studying for midterm and final exams or completing class
projects. As another student explained:
The textbook format let me go through
the material from class at a slower
pace and I could turn to it for step-bystep help in doing the assignments.

Similarly, you should look through the
software sections before you conduct
these exercises in class or lab. You do not
need to try to memorize the SPSS or Stata
commands, but familiarize yourself with
the procedures and the reasons for them.
As with the rest of the chapter, hands-on
practice is key here, too.
Remember, you are taking this class
because you want to understand the social
world. As another of our students wrote:
If you are not too familiar with working with numbers, that is just fine!
This course is designed as an analytical course which means that you will
be focusing more so on the meaning
behind numbers and statistics rather
than just focusing on finding “correct”
answers.

The companion website contains more
study materials and gives you access to
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the data sets used for the software sections
in the textbook. You can use these data sets
and your newfound skill in SPSS or Stata
to investigate questions you are interested
in, beyond those we cover.
Chapter 1 contains more tips on studying and learning as well as overcoming
math anxiety.

PowerPoint® Slides. The PowerPoint
presentation provides lecture slides for
every chapter. In addition, multiple choice
review slides for classroom use are available for each chapter. The presentation is
available to adopters for download on the
text’s catalog page at https://rowman.
com/ISBN/9781538109830.

Ancillaries

For Students

This book is accompanied by a learning
package, written by the authors, that is
designed to enhance the experience of

both instructors and students.

For Instructors
Instructor’s Manual with Solutions.
This valuable resource includes a sample course syllabus and links to the publicly available data sets used in the Stata
and SPSS sections of the text. For each
chapter, it includes lecture notes, suggested classroom activities, discussion
questions, and the solutions to the practice problems. The Instructor’s Manual
with Solutions is available to adopters for download on the text’s catalog
page at https://rowman.com/ISBN/
9781538109830.
Test Bank. The Test Bank includes both
short answer and multiple choice items
and is available in either Word or Respondus format. In either format, the Test Bank
can be fully edited and customized to best
meet your needs. The Test Bank is available to adopters for download on the text’s
catalog page at https://rowman.com/
ISBN/9781538109830.
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Companion Website. Accompanying the
text is an open-access Companion Website
designed to reinforce key topics and concepts. For each chapter, students will have
access to:
Publicly available data sets used in the
Stata and SPSS sections
Flashcards of key concepts
Discussion questions
Students can access the Companion
Website from their computers or mobile
devices at https://textbooks.rowman.
com/whittier.
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